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the new version has more features like more nics for vdcs and vms. there are two new esxi 6.5
versions to choose from. the above image shows the new version of the license. your dealer should
be able to provide the latest version for you. note: former cisco router licenses are not supported in

cisco ios xe sd-wan anymore. in this mode, customers should purchase cisco dna subscription to
enable their needed crypto throughput. using csr plr license the following csr1000v: packaging would

be enabled: csr 1000 smart license is available for devices and administrators can register their
devices through cisco smart software management and with their cisco smart account. although,

using cisco plr smart license, all cisco csrv product instances would be activated once and forever. i
have a license for the full version of nsx-t. at this moment i am on version 2.5.1 and have no access
to the full nsx-t upgrade bundle 3.0. what will happen when i use the nsx-t limited export upgrade

bundle 3.0 to upgrade from 2.1 and assign my own license to it will this disclose then all the features
of nsx-t 3.0 according the license i know there is no upgrade path from the nsx-t limited export

version to the full version of nsx-t, but is the reverse situation also true *choosing a stitch width of
100mm may affect stitch quality. please speak to your dealer about machine compatibility. ^images

are for illustrative purposes only. the flip-pal mobile scanner mark and logo are the trademarks of
couragent, inc. all other trademarks referenced herein are the property of their respective owners.
flip-pal mobile scanner is a couragent, inc. product and brother international corporation makes no

representations or warranties regarding such product. couragent, inc. is not a participant or sponsor
of this promotion. for more information regarding the flip-pal mobile scanner, visit. #certain pre-load

licensed images are for personal use only. all trademarks and registered trademarks referenced
herein are the property of their respective companies. 2018 brother international corporation.
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i have a license for the full version of nsx-t. at this moment i am on version 2.5.1 and have no access
to the full nsx-t upgrade bundle 3.0. what will happen when i use the nsx-t limited export upgrade

bundle 3.0 to upgrade from 2.1 and assign my own license to it will this disclose then all the features
of nsx-t 3.0 according the license i know there is no upgrade path from the nsx-t limited export

version to the full version of nsx-t, but is the reverse situation also true 5.0.0 release includes cisco
smart license feature that can be used for csr1000v, csr1000v plus and csr1000v pro. in this release,
cisco smart license can be applied to one device. it means that only one device can be registered to
cisco smart software management, and the license of that one device can be downloaded and used

on another device by setting the credentials through the cisco smart software management web
interface. the other device cannot be registered, and thus cannot be updated. if the router’s plr
license is not compatible with cisco csr1000v license, for example, the csr1000v license is for plr

v3.5.0.0 and cisco csr1000v license is for plr v4.0, the router might not be able to activate. please
check the cisco smart software management to check the plr license compatibility with the cisco
csr1000v license. *in the procedure of csr1000v smart license activation, if the router is set to the

controller execution mode and the activation method is not set to the smart activation method, the
router would not be able to download the csr1000v smart license. if there are more than one smart

license of csr1000v in the administration, the cisco smart software management only allows one
smart license to be downloaded at a time, and the other smart license is disabled. 5ec8ef588b
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